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1. Using the Across and Down clues, write the correct words in the numbered grid below.
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ACROSS
4. the path

5. was not afraid to do something

9. the person who comes with a news

11. to make a sharp sound by blowing air
through your mouth

12. to hit

13. the thing to tie something with

14. a person taken by force

DOWN
1. to find a solution

2. a bad person

3. a lot of people walking and celebrating
something

6. be impossible without

7. put in prison

8. be careful

10. show the way

The letters of the words below are jumbled. Figure out what the word is and write it on the
blank line provided.

2. AWKEEN 12. AETDDOHEW

3. BEDN 13. LVINLIA

4. GURAD 14. UPGELN

5. DDDAE 15. REMSGSEEN

6. DMOO 16. ADNKDPEPI

7. EEATTBDRH 17. UGEDI

8. UOTFEGURI 18. UUSRPE

9. EDNDPE 19. MACSH

10. EDED 20. EDARPA

11. SIMNPROI 21. LITAR
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Vyber správné slovo

22. start a journey 30. to find a solution

23. to hit 31. to look after

24. be impossible without 32. the thing to tie something
with

25. put in prison 33. a bad person

26. was not afraid to do
something

34. a very bad situation

27. said something more 35. a person taken by force

28. having two heads 36. a deep hole

29. the thing you do

A. depend B. added C. kidnapped D. villain E. chasm
F. guard G. rope H. doom I. imprison J. set off
K. two-headed L. punch M. deed N. dared O. figure out

37. Solve the puzzle
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1. put in prison
2. to hit
3. be impossible without
4. a creature that spits fire
5. show the way
6. to pull quickly
7. to fall
8. the path
9. a building joinig two sides of a river

10. having two heads
11. be careful
12. was not afraid to do something
13. a lot of people walking and celebrating

something
14. the person who comes with a news
15. to find a solution
16. a very bad situation


